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his workshop is designed for teachers and administrators who already have a solid background on the six

T

co-teaching models, different structures for utilizing them, how to most effectively access two teachers within a

co-taught classroom, and basic differentiation techniques.

In this advanced
level workshop,
teachers will
learn how to:
■

Implement multiple co-teaching models
within one lesson (utilizing at least two
co-teaching models)

■

Group students within a co-taught classroom:
teachers will be taught practical strategies to
group students creatively that do not take
away from common planning time.

■

Create a Partnership Agreement: teachers
will learn how to effectively address and
document how they will utilize common
planning time, and how they will address
student behaviors, grading policies,
modifications and accommodations for all
students

■

Utilize low-prep strategies for differentiating
content, process, product, and environment:
teachers will be given the opportunity to
learn simple, practical strategies for
differentiating all aspects of learning within
the classroom

Sabrina Romano has worked as
a consultant teacher, resource room teacher, and
collaborative team teacher and has extensive
experience with differentiating instruction for all
levels of exceptional learners. Sabrina has expertise
in implementing accommodations and
modifications within a general education classroom
setting. Her CTT class is a demonstration site for
teachers around New York City. In addition to
providing very practical workshops on Inclusion,
Collaborative Teaching, and Differentiating
Instruction, Sabrina often demonstrates lessons in
the classroom, modeling effective practices for the
both general and special educators.
Sabrina has led CTT workshops that include:
creating and maintaining strong Co-Teaching
Teams, designing effective student groups in cotaught classes, simple strategies for co-teachers, and
innovative approaches for looking at student work.
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About the Presenter

REGISTER 4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE FOR SPECIAL RATE:
$100 per person (for teachers)
Supervisors/administrators can attend free of charge
(must register 4 weeks in advance)

